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CHAPTER 1
An Introduction to Law and Ethics

Learning outcomes
By the end of this chapter you should be able to:

r
r
r
r

Recognise the key ethical and legal concepts and principles that underpin health care policy
and practice;
Describe the role of law in developing health care policy and practice;
Understand how ethical problems occur and the basis on which ethical decisions can be made;
Critically evaluate the relationship between law and ethics, in particular their interaction in
resolving problems that arise in practice.

Introduction
If nurses are to understand the key role played by the law in regulating the relationship
between health professionals and children, they need to know how it sets and maintains
standards of care and how it ensures that children have access to adequate medical
assistance and health care. They need to know, in short, what this introductory chapter
sets out to do, i.e. describe the nature of law and explain where it comes from and
how it develops. That nurses should study ethics has also been so widely accepted that its
inclusion in nurse education is now commonplace. This chapter therefore also attempts to
introduce nurses to what we mean when we talk about ‘ethics’ in health care. However,
after a brief analysis of key terms, it focuses on the skills that are required to ‘think
ethically’, i.e. to recognise moral problems and dilemmas in everyday practice and make
decisions that can be morally justified.

1.1 What is Law?
Almost every introductory text about the law begins with the obvious question: what is
law? Typically, however, no answer is immediately given or even attempted. Instead, the
reader is swiftly reminded of the pervasiveness of the law and its ever-increasing control
of our professional and social lives. Soon too, there will be an acknowledgement that
there are probably as many definitions of law as there are theorists seeking to identify
its essential nature – the conclusion being that it is therefore impossible to agree on
what it ‘is’. That this should be so is then justified by explaining that there are many
different ways of thinking about the law. For example, some legal theorists focus on
legal structures and processes and therefore claim that law is what legislators, judges
and lawyers ‘do’. Others, by contrast, prefer to study how law operates ‘in context’, i.e.
how law is inextricably linked to other social phenomenon such as economic, moral and
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political interests (and the extent to which these contexts shape and are informed by
the law). Another common approach is to analyse the law in terms of the functions it
performs (e.g. to maintain public order and facilitate cooperative action). Evaluating the
law in an attempt to establish criteria for what constitutes ‘good’ or ‘bad’ law is another
approach in which the relationship between law and morality is the central issue. With
so many different perspectives – all asking equally valid questions about the nature of
law – it is not surprising that debates about the subject remain as fervent as they were
when the ancient Greeks first sought answers to man’s place in the social order and the
nature of human society some 2500 years ago (see further McLeod, 2009).

1.1.1 Law as a system of rules
The approach taken here to the question, ‘What is law?’ is a much less ambitious one. It
examines basically the extent to which law is a system of rules. This approach is a useful
starting point not only because it is the most practical way of unravelling the complex
range of rules that shape and define professional practice but also because most people
have a basic idea of what a rule is, i.e. a statement of accepted standards of behaviour,
guiding conduct or action in particular circumstances or situations. Most people, too,
can instinctively recognise what many legal rules (or rules of law) seek to achieve; for
example, that the criminal law prohibits certain types of behaviour, family law regulates
various aspects of marriage and cohabitation, and health care law (or medical law)
governs professional practice. That law is in some way different from the web of moral
and social ‘rules’ by which people run their lives is also widely recognised. The difference
between legal rules and the wide variety of other formal and informal professional and
institutional rules, guidance and policies and practices which regulate nursing practice
may, however, be less well understood (see below).

1.1.2 The nature of legal rules
At this stage the distinctive feature of all legal rules that should be grasped is that they
must be:
1. Reasonably definite, consistent and understandable,
2. Known in advance, and
3. Recognised and enforced by the courts.
Rules become law when they are recognised by the majority of people in society and
are given official backing to enforce them; i.e. they are recognised and applied by the
state. A more complex analysis of law which has focused on the role of rules in providing
the foundation of a legal system is provided by H.L.A. Hart (1907–1992). In his hugely
influential book, The Concept of Law, Hart (1994) distinguished between two different
types of legal rules (which he categorised as either primary or secondary rules). Each of
these sets of rules interacts with each other in a hierarchical way and when combined,
constitute what we commonly understand by the term ‘a legal system’. According to Hart,
the content of these two sets of rules is determined by five basic features (or truisms) of
human society.
These are that human beings are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Vulnerable,
Approximately equal in power,
Capable only of limited altruism (i.e. are generally selfish),
Have limited understanding and strength of will, and
Live in societies with limited resources.
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Given these five generalisations about the human condition, Hart argues that primary
legal rules are essential for every society’s survival and protect people and their property
and ensure that promises are kept. As such, these rules will prohibit violence, theft and
deception and will also include how people relate to each other, for example, making
contracts and wills. Primary rules can be described as duty-imposing because they specify
what people can (or cannot do). They therefore create obligations with which members
of the society must comply.
In complex and developed societies, primary rules alone need to be supplemented by
secondary legal rules to resolve three problems:
1. Uncertainty, e.g. it may not be clear whether a certain rule is a rule of law or some
other type of rule.
2. Laws may need adapting or new ones may need to be created as society develops and
changes.
3. Inefficiency, i.e. without a mechanism to resolve disputes, primary rules would be
ineffective.
To remedy these defects, the secondary rules (which are mostly power conferring) must
consist of the following: (a) rules of adjudication, conferring authority on officials (such
as judges) to resolve disputes; (b) rules of change, these change legal obligations (whether
in the public or private sphere), i.e. they enable people to alter their legal relationships
and also facilitate legislative or judicial changes which may be necessary to modernise
outdated law; and (c) rules of recognition, which establish criteria for validating legal
rules, i.e. deciding which ones have legal force. Note that rules of recognition are the most
important secondary rules since they provide the definitive test of whether a particular
rule qualifies as a rule of a legal system (Adams and Brownsword, 1996, p. 5).
Hart insists that it is the union of primary (which apply to all members of society) and
secondary rules (which confer authority on officials) that is at the heart of a legal system.
Both must coexist before any society can be said to have a legal system.
As was noted earlier, Hart’s approach to law is only one of several possible alternatives.
Mindful, too, that this brief and simplified account does little justice to wider aspects of
his analysis (on which see Doherty, 2005, Chapter 10), nor to the many other ways legal
theorists have distinguished various types of legal rules, it has nevertheless been credited
with ‘charting the precincts of modern legal theory’ (Wacks, 2006, p. 26).

Key point
Rules become law when they are recognised and applied by the state.

1.2 How the Law is Made – the Sources of Law
In this section, we look at how legal rules are made, i.e. the principal sources from which
English law is derived.

1.2.1 Legislation
There are two types of legislation – primary and secondary (note that the terms primary
and secondary are concerned with the law-making process and should not be confused
with Hart’s two categories of legal rules).
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Primary legislation
Primary legislation (also called statute law) is the most important source of law for
several reasons. Firstly, it is enacted by Parliament, the principal law-making body in the
UK. Parliament passes about 50 statutes (also called Acts) a year. Secondly, Parliament
has the right to pass any law it wishes, although it is subject to European law (see below).
Thirdly, Parliament has the authority to delegate law-making powers to other bodies,
such as government departments. All statutes have to pass through various stages (as
bills) during which they are debated in both houses of Parliament before they reach the
statute book.
Whatever its origins, a bill only becomes law when it receives the Royal Assent. Even
then the Act may not be immediately implemented, i.e. be brought into force straightaway. Another complicating factor is that not all sections of an Act may come into force
at the same time (and some may never be implemented). Much of the structure, organisation and administrative framework of the health service is governed by legislation, some
of the most important being the National Health Service (NHS) Act 2006, the Health Act
2006, and the Health and Social Care Act 2008 (note that all statutes passed since 1988
are on the internet and can therefore be easily accessed at http://www.direct.gov.uk).

Activity
Read the Explanatory Note of the Health Act 2006. Does it explain the background to the Act and
its main aims clearly?

Secondary legislation
Secondary legislation (also called delegated or subordinate legislation) is the other major
source of law. Parliament has the power to delegate to other bodies or persons such
as government departments and local authorities. It typically exercises this power when
much more detailed rules are needed to flesh out a particular Act. Delegated legislation
consists of Statutory Instruments or Orders in Council in the form of rules, regulations
and by-laws. Approximately 3000 such items are produced each year. Secondary legislation is clearly, therefore, a very important source of law. Yet, despite having the same
legal force as primary legislation, it is not subject to the same rigorous parliamentary
scrutiny (although it can be challenged in the courts). Secondary legislation plays an
important role in regulating health care provision (e.g. the Abortion Regulations 1991
and the Medicines for Human Use (Clinical Trial) Regulations 2004.

1.2.2 Statutory interpretation
Once a statute has come into force, the courts may be involved in applying and interpreting it. Thus, although legal language is supposed to be precise, clear and unambiguous,
all too often words, phrases or even whole paragraphs may be vague and confusing. Also,
many modern statutes deal with very complex subjects. They can therefore be very long
and complicated, and errors are almost inevitable – the NHS Act 2006, for example, has
278 sections and 22 schedules. Cases may therefore come to court in which judges have
to decide whether a statute applies to the particular facts in question.
So how do judges interpret the words of a statute or find the ‘intention’ of Parliament
as the process of statutory interpretation is often called? Over the years, the courts have
developed a variety of techniques, presumptions and aids to interpretation – the so-called
rules of interpretation. These rules are not, however, applied by judges in a rigid scientific
way. Instead, they give judges a wide discretion to select the approach they think is the
most appropriate. This raises a further important question, namely, how ‘creative’ should
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judges be in cases where there appears to be no ‘right’ answer. Given that there may be
several different ways of interpreting a particular word or paragraph, all of which could
be correct, this is not an uncommon scenario. And if, as it is generally now conceded,
judges do have a far more creative role in ‘difficult’ cases than was previously acknowledged, what limits should be imposed on them to ensure that they do not frustrate the
intention of Parliament? Clearly, there are no simple answers to these questions. But what
is self-evident is that the process of statutory interpretation owes much to the outlook
and influence of those who have the authority to apply the law (see further Elliott and
Quinn, 2009, Part 1).

Activity
Read Hendrick (2004, p. 16), Law and Ethics: Foundations in Nursing and Health Care. Follow the
guidance on how to read a statute.

Key points

r
r

There are two types of legislation: (1) statute law and (2) secondary legislation.
Statutory interpretation refers to the judicial process of interpreting confusing or ambiguous
legislation.

1.2.3 Common law
Common law consists of a system of legal rules that has evolved through court cases
over the past 800 years. It is also known as case law or judge-made law. Much of
the law regulating the relationship between health care practitioners and patients has
developed through case law (in particular, consent and negligence law). When a case
comes before a judge, there are two tasks for the court. Firstly, it must decide what facts
are relevant, i.e. it must establish what actually happened, and secondly, how existing
law applies to the facts. Case law develops from this second task. So how do judges carry
out it?
System of precedent
The basic rule is that judges are legally obliged to follow any previous decision that
has been made in a higher court. Known as judicial precedent, this process essentially
requires courts to interpret similar cases – i.e. cases raising similar legal principles and
involving similar facts and circumstances – in a similar manner. The system of binding
precedent is based on the hierarchy of the courts – i.e. in general, the lower courts are
bound to follow the higher courts even though appeals are sometimes possible.
Precedent in practice
Although simple to describe, precedent is much harder to apply in practice. Firstly,
it depends on clear and accurate written records being kept of the arguments used
in important cases and the legal principles on which the decision is made. This has
developed into a system of law reporting of which the two most widely used are the All
England Law Reports (All ER) and the Weekly Law Reports (WLR). In addition to paper
reporting, there are several legal electronic databases (and the internet can similarly be
used to access up-to-date information). Secondly, despite the system of law reporting,
it is not always easy to decide what the precedent is – perhaps because two decisions
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in the law reports are inconsistent. Problems can occur, too, if the legal principles are
expressed too narrowly or too widely for them to be useful in later cases (see further
McLeod, 2009, Chapter 7).
In the same way that statutory interpretation raises questions about the creative role of
judges, so has the system of precedent provoked much debate about the precise role of the
judiciary in developing common law. Are they just neutral decision-makers who simply
‘discover’ the law and then declare it – i.e. they find previous binding decisions and then
apply them to the facts of the particular case in question – or do they actually make new
law and so have a powerful law-making function? Few now take seriously the claim that
judges do no more than find and apply existing legal principles. Indeed, the system itself
gives judges wide choices – not just because they can make creative selections from the
mass of relevant precedents but also, when faced with an ‘inconvenient’ precedent, they
can resort to various techniques to avoid following it (e.g. by ‘distinguishing’ cases, see
further McLeod, 2009, Part 2, especially Chapter 14).
That judges make new law is also apparent when a novel set of circumstances comes
before the court. This happened in the landmark case of Airedale NHS Trust v Bland
[1993] AC 789, in which the courts had to decide whether the withdrawal of artificial
hydration and nutrition from a 21-year-old patient in a persistent vegetative state was
lawful. There was neither a precedent to which the courts could refer nor any relevant
legislation. So the Law Lords, albeit reluctant to make such a momentous ‘wholly new
moral and social decision’, nevertheless had to decide on the legality of stopping medical
treatment (see further Chapter 12).

Activity
Read Hendrick (2004, p. 18). Follow the guidance on how to read a law report.

Key points

r
r

Precedent is the system whereby decisions by judges create laws for later judges to follow.
Precedent is based on the idea that it is fair and just that ‘like cases are treated the same way’.

1.2.4 European law
European Union law
As a member of the European Union (EU), the UK is subject to European law (EU law).
Because EU law takes precedence over national law, it can override both UK legislation
and the common law. Although the fundamental purpose of the EU is to create a free
market for the provision of good and services, EU law has had a significant impact
on various aspects of health care law. These include the marketing and manufacture
of pharmaceuticals (in particular the quality, safety and efficacy of ‘novel’ health care
products) and the regulation of medical research. EU Directives also now regulate the
collection, testing, processing and storage of blood and blood components. Note that it
was also as a result of EU law that UK nationals can receive health care services outside
national boundaries in certain circumstances (Watts v Bedford PCT [2003]). The impact
of EU law on public health has similarly been significant, covering, for example, food
safety and health promotion (for a detailed discussion of EU legislation, see Hervey and
McHale, 2004).
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Human rights law
A different source of law – that also originated in Europe – is the European Convention
on Human Rights (ECHR). Now that the Convention has been incorporated into English
law by the Human Rights Act 1998, it is no longer necessary for individuals to go directly
to the Court of Human Rights in Strasbourg (the special court set up to hear breaches of
the ECHR), although they still can. The impact of the Human Rights Act 1998 is that,
since October 2000, individuals taking a case to the court in England can allege a breach
of their human rights, and in reaching their decision, judges must interpret English law
in a way which is compatible with the ECHR.
Public bodies, including the health service, must also comply with the Convention. This
has led to the courts being much less likely than in the past to routinely, for example,
sanction sterilisations on girls and women. Consent law has been the subject of several
important human right-based claims (likewise mental health law, access to health services
and confidentiality).

1.2.5 Non-legal sources of law
In this section, the impact of what is commonly known as ‘soft law’ (or quasi-law) will
be briefly discussed. This category includes types of rules which, although not law in the
strict sense, i.e. they are not usually legally binding, nonetheless play a very important
role in regulating professional practice – by, for example, setting the standards by which
practitioners will be judged in any legal action. As such, they clearly do have some legal
force. The primary source of this type of ‘law’ derives from communications from the
Department of Health (DoH). These typically take the form of health service circulars.
Described by the DoH as quasi-legislative, these explain aspects of health care and
regulation more fully. They can cover a variety of matters and can be linked to a particular
statute or case. The Gillick case, for example (Gillick v West Norfolk and Wisbech AHA
[1986] AC 112), which famously established the legal principle that ‘mature minors’
could give consent to medical treatment and advice without their parents’ knowledge or
permission, was swiftly followed by guidance from the DoH, explaining the implications
of the case and identifying good practice in providing contraceptive treatment and advice
to young people under 16.
National Service Frameworks also have a significant impact on practice. Targeted on
key patient groups, the one for children was published in 2004 (see Chapter 6). Other
influential guidance may originate from the National Institute of Clinical Excellence
(NICE). NICE’s primary function is to advise on the most useful and cost-effective
treatments. Although the precise legal effect of NICE guidance is uncertain, it is clear
that health professionals would need to justify their failure to follow it if ‘anything went
wrong’ (Mason and Laurie, 2006, p. 424).
Another major type of ‘soft law’ worth noting here is the code of practice. Codes
supplement legislation (e.g. the Mental Capacity Act 2005 and the Human Tissue Act
2004) by providing detailed practical guidance on how to make decisions under the Act in
question. They are not a definitive guide to the law and most of them do not have the force
of law. Nevertheless, they are so influential as to be almost directive, i.e. practitioners
are expected to follow them. Hence, failure to do so will not in itself be unlawful but
any breach may be used in evidence in any subsequent legal proceedings. Finally, the
role of the Nursing and Midwifery Council (NMC) needs to be briefly explained. As a
statutory body, one of its key functions is to set standards and guidelines for nursing,
midwifery and health visiting. It also publishes a code of professional conduct. Both the
code and other guidelines issued by the NMC will be taken into account in disciplinary
and complaint proceedings.
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Activity
Access the NMC website (http://www.nmc.uk.org). Critically evaluate its key functions, in particular
how it regulates the profession.

1.3 Divisions within the Law
Law can be classified in several ways. Some common divisions are the following.

1.3.1 Civil law
Civil law deals with private disputes between individuals and other bodies – such as
health authorities and NHS Trusts – claiming or enforcing a legal right. The main aims
of civil law are to establish what rights and duties people have towards each other and to
provide a system of remedies to resolve disputes. Civil law includes many different areas.
Those that are most likely to involve practitioners working with children and young
people are as follows.
Tort law
A tort arises from a breach of a general duty imposed by law; i.e. it does not depend on any
prior agreement between the parties involved. The main aim of tort law is to compensate
the victim (i.e. someone who has been harmed by another’s unlawful act). Tort law
covers several different areas, but in health care settings negligence and consent-related
claims are the most common.
Family law
Family law regulates relationships within the family and so includes disputes about the
care and upbringing of children. Child-centred disputes which are most likely to involve
nurses will typically relate to controversial medical treatment, disputes about treatment
and child abuse and neglect.
Contract law
Contract law is about agreements and promises that are legally enforceable. Employment
disputes are contract based, as are those that involve private patients. Contract law can
also be used by a victim of a drug-induced injury.
Administrative law
Administrative law governs how public bodies such as local authorities, the courts and
other public institutions operate. It therefore includes the law relating to the provision
of health services and how health authorities and NHS Trusts exercise their powers and
duties. Patients are most likely to use administrative law to, for example, try and force a
health service body to provide a drug they have been denied.

1.3.2 Criminal law
The least likely branch of the law to concern nurses in their everyday dealings with
patients is criminal law. Put very simply, the basic aim of criminal law is to protect society
by prohibiting and controlling behaviour the state considers harmful and disruptive as
well as punishing offenders. So, for example, a nurse whose gross negligence led to a
patient’s death could be criminally liable.
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1.3.3 Public law
This comprises criminal law and constitutional and administrative rules governing how
public bodies – e.g. local authorities, the courts, civil service and other public institutions –
operate. It thus includes law enabling citizens to question how public agencies such as
health authorities and NHS Trusts exercise their powers and statutory duties.

1.3.4 Private law
Private law deals with the legal relationship between private individuals and organisations. It has several functions. These include regulating the provision of health care and
providing a system of compensation for the victims of malpractice. It also creates rights
and duties and other liabilities arising from ‘private’ arrangements such as property and
commercial transactions.

1.4 What is Ethics?
The question, ‘What is ethics?’ may seem unimportant not least because most health
care professionals will be aware – at least on a very general level – that ethics is about
what is ‘right’ and ‘wrong’, ‘good’ and ‘bad’ in human actions. They are likely to be
aware too that their professional code of practice sets outs ‘ethical’ standards which they
are expected to follow and that many of their judgements and actions have a ‘moral’
dimension. Most will also know that the duty to promote the interests and dignity of patients is an ethical obligation arising from the unequal professional–patient relationship –
in which patients will almost always have a more vulnerable and dependent role.
But an instinctive awareness of the ethical nature of health care and the moral content
of decision-making may be of little use when a ‘new’ situation arises. It may be new to
the individual practitioner or new because no health professional has had to face the
kind of issue before. Either way, the intuitive techniques that have been relied on in the
past may fail to provide an adequate moral framework for working out how to make
the ‘right’ decision.
It is at this point that the importance of the question, what is ethics, becomes more
apparent. This is not because it can necessarily be fully answered, but rather that in asking
the very question we begin to realise that ‘thinking ethically’, i.e. understanding and
examining how best to live a ‘moral life’ (Beauchamp and Childress, 2009), may require
more than intuition. Instead, we may need an ‘ethical toolkit’ that can be systematically
used to help practitioners identify the most ethically important problems and dilemmas
and provide a step-by-step process to resolve them.
The ethical toolkit outlined below (which is based on various decision-making models
commonly found in the nursing literature) is not designed to provide a comprehensive
and detailed account of every ethical concept or approach to problem solving. Nor will
it provide a magic formula for analysing and resolving all ethical questions that will
always guarantee that the ‘right’ solution is reached. Its purpose is rather less ambitious,
namely, to provide practical step-by-step guidance to thinking ethically and making moral
judgements about what to do in real-life situations and how to justify those actions and
decisions within some kind of philosophical framework.
First, however, the convention (adopted in this book) of using the terms ‘ethics’ and
‘morals’ (and ‘morality’) more or less interchangeably must be explained. Although the
two terms derive from different roots – ethics coming from ancient Greek and morals
from its Latin equivalent – it is common in philosophic literature to assert that there is
no real difference between them, in the sense that an ‘ethical’ action is one that is morally
acceptable. Nevertheless, distinctions can be drawn between them. Thus when we use
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the word ‘moral’, we are usually describing the standards by which an individual runs his
or her own life. Similarly, to describe something as ‘immoral’ implies that it contravenes
the morality of a particular society (in a general sense). In contrast, ‘ethics’ tends to
refer to the science or study of morals, which is a much more theoretical and academic
approach.

1.5 Ethical Toolkit
1.5.1 Step 1: Distinguish between facts and values
The first step in deciding what is ethically the right thing to do it is to distinguish between
factual information about a patient and value statements. Facts about a patient come
from several sources, such as the health care record, diagnostic tests, nursing assessment
and the patient’s history (provided by the patient and/or his family or carers). But that
information alone will not lead to an ethical decision unless the nurse considers the ‘facts’
within a framework or context of values – from a personal, communal, professional and
patient’s perspective (Fry and Johnstone, 2008).
So what are values? Values are ideals, beliefs, customs and characteristics that an individual or social group considers valuable and worthwhile. Moral values are those which
generally reflect a belief about the value of, for example, human life, self-determination,
truth-telling and well-being. Values influence behaviour and help us make choices and
decisions because they provide a frame of reference to help us understand new experiences. A person’s value system is influenced by many factors including cultural, ethnic,
educational, religious and environmental experiences. Some values will remain consistent
throughout a person’s life, while others may change. The relative importance of particular values may also change over time, and although people will have values in common,
there will also be differences.
Facts and values are inextricably linked and can exert considerable influence on each
other and our conceptions of them. As a consequence, the more an issue – particularly one
with ethical implications – is worked out, the more what counts as a factual consideration
is likely to change. In other words, some ‘facts’ may be initially ignored only to emerge
later as the most significant while others that are considered important at the outset are
soon forgotten.

Key point
Moral values are concerned with ethical issues and dilemmas such as human life and selfdetermination.

Activity
Think of an ideal or value that you cherish. Work out when you become aware of its importance.

1.5.2 Step 2: Recognise the moral issues
The second step in moral decision-making is to recognise the moral dimension in a
particular situation. Some health care situations will be instantly recognisable as morally
significant, e.g. abortion, euthanasia and organ donation. But the moral considerations
in deciding, for example, how much information to give a 15-year-old (so that his or

